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Chapter 4 
The Interaction of Modality and Other Syntactic Elements 

 

In the previous chapter, we have probed into the semantic interrelationship 

among different types of modalities encoded in a single polysemous modal verb. The 

development path has been determined and a feature-based re-categorization of 

modality types is established in order to obtain a more systematic and simplified 

explanation for the differences and similarities among the various modality types. In 

this chapter, we will turn to the interaction of modality types and other syntactic 

elements surrounding the modal verb in a sentence so as to see whether other 

syntactic elements affect the interpretation of modalities. The syntactic elements 

under scrutiny in this section include predicates and arguments. It is assumed that 

the interpretation of the modality is subject to the interaction of the predicates and 

arguments adjacent to the polysemous modal verb.  

 

4.1 Previous Study  

Tang (1981) syntactically differentiates “ability hui4” from “epistemic hui4” and 

arrives at several conclusions. The most distinctive grammatical feature for ability 

hui4 is that only action verbs can follow the ability hui4, while either action verbs or 

state verbs can follow epistemic hui4. Chang (2000) further looks into the relationship 

between the epistemic reading of hui4 and the following state verb as its predicate. He 

concludes that only verbs which exhibit a prominent potential for a change of state are 

most likely to be found with epistemic hui4. Hsin (2000) not only supports the idea 

that polysemy is found in Chinese modal verbs but also investigates the interaction of 

semantics and syntax concerning the interpretation of the polysemous modal verb 

ying1gai1. It is also claimed that when the main verb following the modal verb is a 
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state verb, the modal verb tends to be interpreted as an epistemic modal, whereas 

when the main verb is an action verb, the deontic reading is more prominent.   

As for the aspects6 of the main verb, it is found that when ying1gai1 occurs with 

realis aspects (completive, progressive, and experiential aspect) it tends to have an 

epistemic reading. In contrast, when ying1gai1 appears with irrealis aspects 

(attemptive and tentative aspect) it tends to have a deontic reading (Hsin 2000). 

Chang (2008) further examines the interaction of aspects and the other two 

polysemous modal verbs yao4 and hui4. A quite different result from that of 

ying1gai1 (Hsin 2000) is obtained in that yao4 and hui4 cannot occur with realis 

aspects, as the following examples show: 

(111) *小明要/會買了書 
  xiao3ming2 yao4/hui4 mai3 le  shu1 
  Xiaoming  want/will buy  ASP book 
  ‘Xiaoming wants to/will have bought the book.’ 

*小明要/會在買書 
  xiao3ming2 yao4/hui4 zai4 mai3 shu1 
  Xiaoming  want/will ASP buy  book 
  ‘Xiaoming wants to/ will be buying the book.’ 
  *小明要/會在房間裡睡著 
  xiao3ming2 yao4/hui4 zai4 fang2jian1 li3   shui4 zhe 
  Xiaoming  want/will in   room    inside sleep ASP 
  ‘Xiaoming wants to/ will be sleeping in the room.’ 

*小明要/會學過語言學              
xiao3ming2 yao4/hui4 xue2 guo4 yu3yan2xue2 
Xiaoming  want/will learn ASP  linguistics 
‘Xiaoming wants to/ will have ever learnt linguistics.’ 

(Chang 2008: 3) 

Chang (2008) explains that volition and ability, which indicate events in future or 

imaginary worlds and thus belong to irrealis modality, are the most prominent 

                                                 
6 The five major aspects in Mandarin Chinese include: completive aspect (le 了), progressive aspect 
(zai 在, zhe 著), experiential aspect (guo 過, ceng 曾), attemptive aspect (kankan 看看), tentative aspect 
(yixia 一下). 
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semantic content encoded in yao4 and hui4, respectively, so they cannot occur with 

realis aspects. And when yao4 and hui4 occur with irrealis aspects, it is for sure that 

they will have a deontic reading with the slight difference that hui4 is more likely to 

have an epistemic reading but yao4 is not, as the following examples (112) and (113) 

illustrate:  

(112) 小明要問他看看 (D) 
   xiao3ming2 yao4 wen4 ta1 kan4kan4 
   Xiaoming  want ask  him ASP  

‘Xiaoming wants to try to ask him.’ 
小明會問他看看 (E>D) 

    xiao3ming2 hui4 wen4 ta1 kan4kan4 
   Xiaoming  will ask  him ASP  

‘It is possible that Xiaoming will try to ask him.’ 
(113) 小明會試探他一下 (D) 

    xiao3ming2 hui4 shi4tan4 ta1 yi2xia4 
   Xiaoming  will test     him ASP  
   ‘Xiaoming will test him.’ 

小明要試探他一下 (E>D, E/D) 
xiao3ming2 yao4 shi4tan4 ta1 yi2xia4 

   Xiaoming  want test     him ASP  
‘Xiaoming wants to test him.’                     (Chang 2008: 4) 

As far as the argument of the sentence is concerned, most of the researchers have 

agreed that deontic modals require that the subject be human or animate, while 

epistemic modals do not restrict the animacy of their subjects (Tang & Tang 1997, 

Chang 2000). For example, in ta1hui4kai1che1 他會開車 ‘He can drive a car’ the 

subject is animate and the modal verb hui4 has a deontic reading of ability. Yet, in 

*zhuo1zihui4kai1che 桌子會開車 ‘Tables can drive a car’ the subject is inanimate so 

this sentence makes no sense under a deontic reading. On the other hand, the subject 

in a sentence with an epistemic modal is allowed to be animate or inanimate, such as 

zhuo1ziming2tian1hui4dao4 桌子明天會到 ‘It should be the case that the tables will 

be delivered here tomorrow’ (Chang 2008: 11) or ren2dou1hui4lao3 人都會老 ‘It 
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should be the case that people will get old’ (Chang 2000: 4).   

Finally, there seems to be a further agreement held by Hsin (2000), Chang (2000), 

and Chang (2008) concerning the fact that the increasing definiteness of the subject 

and the object tends to direct the modal verb to have an epistemic meaning. See the 

following examples extracted from Chang (2000): 

(114) a. 學 GB 的學生都會 E 讀你 Chomsky 的書7 
xue2 GB de   xue2sheng1 dou1 hui4 du2 ni3 Chomsky de    shu1 
learn GB ASSOC student   all  will read you Chomsky ASSOC  book 
‘It is very possible that students who learn GB will read your, 
Chomsky, books. 

  b. ? 學 GB 的學生都會 E 讀幾本 Chomsky 的書 
xue2 GB de  xue2sheng1 dou1 hui4 du2 ji3 ben3 Chomsky de  shu1 
learn GB ASSOC student  all will read some CL Chomsky ASSOC book 
‘Students who learn GB will read some Chomsky’s books.’ 

  c. ?(?)學 GB 的學生都會 E 讀幾本書 
xue2 GB de    xue2sheng1 dou1 hui4 du2 ji3   ben3 shu1 
learn GB ASSOC student    all   will read some  CL  book 

  ‘Students who learn GB will read some books.’ 
  d. ??學 GB 的學生都會 E 讀書                

xue2 GB de    xue2sheng1 dou1 hui4 du2  shu1 
learn GB ASSOC student     all  will read  book 

  ‘Students who learn GB will read books.’ 
(Chang 2000: 5) 

He claims that the potential of changeability and the referentiality of the object are 

closely related. The higher the referentiality of the object is, the stronger the potential 

of the changeability will be. Thus, it would be more appropriate for a referential 

object to occur with an epistemic modal verb.  

 Table 8 illustrates a comparison of a summary of Hsin (2000) for ying1gai1 and 

Chang (2008) for yao4 and hui4, where D refers to deontic (i.e., [－epistemic] in this 

paper) and E refers to epistemic (i.e., [＋epistemic]). From this table, we can find that 

there are certain consistencies among the three modal verbs that they examined 
                                                 
7 會 E refers to the epistemic reading of the polysemous hui4. 
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previously. However, there are also diversities among the three polysemous modals, 

especially in terms of the aspects which go along with the predicates. Consequently, 

in the following section, we will add the other two polysemous modal verbs neng2 

and ke3yi3 to the discussion so as to try to discern whether all the five polysemous 

modal verbs exhibit the same pattern when interacting with other syntactic elements. 

In addition, the unknown part of yao4 marked with question mark in the table will be 

examined as well.  

Syntactic elements ying1gai1  yao4  hui4  
Main Verb  
(state vs. action) 

D + action verb 
E + state verb 

Predicate 

Aspect (realis vs. irrealis) realis + E 
irrealis + D 

realis (N.A) 
irrealis +D 

realis (N.A) 
irrealis + E>D 

Subject  
(animate vs. inanimate) 

animate subject + D  
animate/inanimate subject + E 

Argument 

Subject & Object  
(definite vs. indefinite) 

indefinite + D 
definite + E 

？8 indefinite + D 
definite + E 

Table 9. Summary of a comparison between Hsin (2000) and Chang (2008) 

 

4.2 Further Examination on the Five Polysemous Modal Verbs 

In this section, we will re-examine the three polysemous modal verbs, as studied 

by Hsin (2000), for ying1gai1, and by Chang (2008), for yao4 and hui4. The other 

two polysemous modal verbs neng2 and ke3yi3, which have not yet been examined, 

will be examined as well. The two major syntactic elements which are supposed to 

affect the interpretation of modal verbs are the predicates and the arguments 

(including subjects and objects). It should be noted that a feature-based classification 

of modality types was established in Chapter Three, so in the following discussion 

this new version of classification (i.e., [－epistemic] and [＋epistemic]) will be 

                                                 
8 Chang (2008) has omitted a discussion of yao4 in terms of definiteness, so a question mark is used 
here and the topic is left for further discussion in the next section.  
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adopted. And our purpose in this section is to see how the ambiguity of [±epistemic] 

is resolved through the interaction of the modal verbs and the predicates and 

arguments. A summary of the feature-based classification of polysemous modal verbs 

is given below as a reminder for the following discussion. 

ability hui4, neng2, ke3yi3 [－deontic] 
 volition yao4 

commissive Promise (hui4, yao4) 
Threat (hui4, yao4) 

[－epistemic] 

[＋deontic] 
  

directive Permission (neng2, ke3yi3) 
Obligation (yao4, ying1gai1) 

[＋epistemic] N.A judgmental hui4, neng2, yao4, ying1gai1, ke3yi3 

Table 10. A summary of the feature-based classification of polysemous modal verbs 

 

4.2.1 The Interaction of Modality and Predicate 

4.2.1.1 Main Verbs with Situation Types 

The main verbs of the predicates are assumed to have a great influence on the 

interpretation of the previous modal verbs. The major classification of verbs in terms 

of situation types is the distinction between stative verb and dynamic verb. The 

former allows the speaker to view a situation as a steady state without internal phases 

or changes, while the latter describes the action which has subparts (Saeed 2003: 

118-123). This distinction between stative and dynamic verbs is also recognized by 

Chao (1968) and Liu et al. (1996) in Mandarin Chinese. For instance, Liu et al. 

consider that verbs like chi1 吃 ‘eat,’ kan4 看 ‘see,’ shuo1 說 ‘speak,’ shou1ji2 收

集 ‘collect,’ biao3yan3 表演 ‘perform’ are action verbs, whereas verbs like ai4 愛 

‘love,’ hen4 恨 ‘hate,’ xi3huan1 喜歡 ‘like,’ bing4 病 ‘sick,’ e4 餓 ‘starve’ are 

state verbs. Therefore, the most prototypical state verb and action verb are taken for 

examination, as the following sentences in (115) and (116) illustrate: 
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(115) Action verb— biao3yan3 ‘perform’ 表演 
他會/能/表演芭蕾舞      [－epistemic] 
ta1 hui4/neng2 biao3yan3 ba1lei2wu3 
he   can     perform  ballet-dance 
‘He is able to perform ballet.’  
他可以表演芭蕾舞      [－epistemic] 
ta1 ke3yi3   biao3yan3 ba1lei2wu3 
he  can     perform  ballet-dance 
‘He is able to perform ballet.’ or ‘He is permitted to perform ballet.’ 
他應該表演芭蕾舞      [－epistemic] 
ta1 ying1gai1 biao3yan3 ba1lei2wu3 
he  should   perform  ballet-dance 
‘He is obliged to perform ballet.’ 

(116) State verb— xi3huan1 ‘like’ 喜歡 
他會/應該喜歡這個禮物      [＋epistemic] 
ta1 hui4/ying1gai1 xi3huan1 zhe4 ge li3wu4 
he can/should     like     this CL gift 
‘It is possible that he likes this gift.’ 
?他能/要/可以喜歡這個禮物 
ta1 neng2/yao4/ke3yi3    xi3huan1 zhe4 ge li3wu4 
he can/want/be permitted  like     this  CL gift 

It is found that the five polysemous modal verbs always have a [－epistemic] 

reading with action verbs. However, state verbs do not guarantee [＋epistemic] 

reading. Only hui4 and ying1gai1 can be appropriately interpreted as [＋epistemic]. 

As for neng2, yao4 and ke3yi3, the three sentences show that it is not so appropriate to 

apply a [＋epistemic] reading, nor a [－epistemic] reading because the main verb is 

not an action verb. This result also corresponds to what has been observed in the 

corpus, where most of the modal verbs with a [＋epistemic] reading are ying1gai1 

and hui4 rather than neng2, yao4 and ke3yi3, no matter whether the main verb is 

action verb or state verb. See the following examples in (117) and (118) from the 

corpus: 
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(117) a. 當時拿了冠軍台灣還有人會放鞭炮呢 
  dang1shi2 na2 le  guan4jun1   tai3wan1  hai2  you3  ren2  
  then     take PRT championship Taiwan   also  have  person 

hui4 fang4 bian1pau4 ne 
can  put  firecracker PRT 
‘People set off firecrackers in Taiwan when someone wins a 
championship.’ 

  b. 沒有做到的人會責怪孩子不聽話，而把關係愈弄愈糟 
  me2you3 zhuo4dau4 de    ren2   hui4  ze2guai4  
   NEG-have do-ASP   ASSOC person  can   blame 
  hai2zi bu4 ting1hua4  er2 ba3 guan1xi1 yue4nong4yue4zou1 
        child NEG listen-word then OBJ relation  more-do-more-bad 
     ‘It is very possible for people who don’t do something themselves to 

blame children for being disobedient and so cause the relationship 
between them to become worse.’ 

(118) a. 今年應該看不到 386 級的 PC 
  jin1 nian2 ying1gai1 kan4bu2dau4 386  ji2  de   PC 
        this year  should   see-NEG-ASP 386  rank ASSOC PC 
  ‘It should be the case that we won’t see a 386 PC this year.’ 
  b. 喝了水，體力應該恢復了  

   he1le  shui3 ti3li4 ying1gai1  hui1fu4   le 
   drink-ASP  water energy should   recover    PRT 
   ‘(Since you have) drunk water, you should have regained your energy.’ 
 

4.2.1.2 Aspects 

According to Saeed (2003:117), three important dimensions must be taken into 

account when investigating meaning at the level of the sentence: tense, aspect, and 

situation type. In the previous section, we looked at the influence of the situation type 

of main verbs on the interpretation of polysemous modals. Hence, the influence of the 

aspect is the focus of this section. As for tense, it can be omitted from our discussion 

because most of the linguists who have performed research into Chinese have agreed 

that Mandarin Chinese is a tenseless language (Li & Thompson 1981).  

The major aspect markers in Mandarin Chinese include:  
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(a) Completive aspect: le 了 
(b) Progressive aspect: zai4 在, zhe 著 
(c) Experiential aspect: guo4 過 
(d) Attemptive aspect: kan4kan4 看看 
(e) Tentative aspect: yi2xia4 一下 

The aspect markers in (a) ~ (c) describe events which are in the real world, while the 

markers in (d) and (e) are used to describe events in future or imaginary worlds. The 

former condition is called realis, whereas the latter is irrealis. Examples (119a) ~ 

(121a) illustrate that only ying1gai1 can occur with these three realis aspects and the 

[＋epistemic] modal sense is obtained directly and clearly, but Examples (119b) ~ 

(121b) show that the other four modal verbs can not be interpreted as [－epistemic], 

nor can they occur with realis aspect markers. We suggest that such condition occur 

because ying1gai1 has no [－deontic] (dynamic) modal sense. On the other hand, 

since hui4, neng2, ke3yi3 and yao4 have the core modal sense of [－deontic], which is 

usually considered irrealis, there will be a conflict between the irrealis [－deontic] 

modal sense and realis aspect markers (le 了, zai4 在, zhe 著, guo4 過). As a result, the 

four modal verbs, hui4, neng2, ke3yi3 and yao4, can not occur with completive, 

progressive, and experiential aspects. 

(119) a. ?小明會/能/要/可以買了那本書 
b. 小明應該買了那本書      [＋epistemic] 

 xiao3ming2 ying1gai1 mai3 le  na4 ben3 shu1 
  Xiaoming   should   buy ASP that CL  book  

‘It is possible that Xiaoming has bought that book.’ 
 (120) a. ?小英會/能/要/可以在唱歌 

b. 小英應該在唱歌       [＋epistemic] 
 xiao3ying1 ying1gai1 zai4 chang4ge1 
   Xiaoying   should   ASP sing-song 

   ‘It is possible that Xiaoying is singing.’ 
 (121) a. ?小王會/能/要/可以去過日本 

b. 小王應該去過日本      [＋epistemic] 
 xiao3wang2 ying1gai1 chu4 guo4 ri4ben3 
 Xiaowang   should   go  ASP Japan 
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   ‘It is possible that Xiaowang has been to Japan.’ 

Let us turn to the other two irrealis aspect markers, kan4kan4 看看 and yi2xia4

一下. An interesting phenomenon is found. In the three previous examples, ying1gai1 

is the only modal verb which can obtain a [＋epistemic] reading. However, in (122) 

and (123) ying1gai1 has lost the [＋epistemic] meaning (it has a [－epistemic] 

reading instead), and it is seen that hui4 is the only modal verb which can take a [＋

epistemic] meaning. We suggest that it is due to the fact that hui4 also has the function 

of prediction, so that it is more likely for hui4 to indicate an epistemic judgment 

concerning the future. The extended function of prediction for hui4 has been 

identified by Chao (1968), Lu (1983) and Chang (2001), etc. As for the other four 

modal verbs (neng2, yao4, ke3yi3, ying1gai1), since they do not have the function of 

prediction concerning the future, it is less likely for them to take a [＋epistemic] 

reading with irrealis aspect markers (attemptive and tentative aspects).  

 (122) 小美會問他看看        [＋epistemic] 
   xiao3mei3 hui4 wen4 ta1 kan4kan4 
   Xiaomei   will ask  him ASP 
   ‘It is possible that Xiaomei will try to ask him.’ 
   小美能/可以問他看看       [－epistemic] 
   xiao3mei3 neng2/ke3yi3 wen4 ta1 kan4kan4 
   Xiaomei   can/can     ask  him ASP 
   ‘Xiaomei can try to ask him.’ 

小美要問他看看        [－epistemic] 
xiao3mei3 yao4 wen4  ta1 kan4kan4 

   Xiaomei   want ask  him ASP 
‘Xiaomei wants to try to ask him.’ 
小美應該問他看看        [－epistemic] 
xiao3mei3 ying1gai wen4  ta1 kan4kan4 

   Xiaomei   should  ask  him ASP 
‘Xiaomei should try to ask him.’ 

(123) 小玉會問他一下        [＋epistemic] 
  xiao3yu4 hui4 wen4 ta1  yi2xia4 
  Xiaoyu   will ask  him  ASP 
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   ‘It is possible that Xiaoyu will try to ask him.’ 
小玉能/可以問他一下       [－epistemic] 

  xiao3yu4 neng2/ke3yi3 wen4  ta1  yi2xia4 
  Xiaoyu   can/can     ask  him   ASP 
  ‘Xiaoyu can try to ask him.’ 

小玉要問他一下       [－epistemic] 
  xiao3yu4 yao4 wen4  ta1 yi2xia4 
  Xiaoyu   want ask  him ASP 

‘Xiaoyu wants to try to ask him.’ 
小玉應該問他一下      [－epistemic] 

  xiao3yu4 ying1gai wen4  ta1 yi2xia4 
  Xiaoyu   should  ask  him ASP 

‘Xiaoyu should try to ask him.’ 
 

4.2.2 The Interaction of Modality and Argument 

4.2.2.1 Animacy of Subject 

It has been claimed that subject-oriented deontic modals, which indicate volition 

or ability) are subject control verbs, and there is selectional restriction on the subject, 

which is supposed to be animate, because the subject of the modals is selected by the 

modal and base-generated in the surface position (Lin & Tang 1995, Tang & Tang 

1997). In contrast, there is no selectional restriction on the subject of raising modals 

(including epistemic and speaker-oriented deontic modals) because the subject of the 

modal verb should be viewed as the embedded subject which has been raised to the 

matrix subject position. Therefore, with epistemic and speaker-oriented deontic 

modals the subject of the VP can always be the subject of the modal (Lin & Tang, 

1995: 72). In our discussion, our purpose is to see when a [＋epistemic] reading will 

occur with respect to the animacy feature of the subjects, so we will not distinguish 

subject-oriented deontic from speaker-oriented deontic for both are [－epistemic] in 

our terms. The examples in (124) and (125) show that no matter whether the subject is 

animate (124) or inanimate (125), both [＋epistemic] and [－epistemic] readings can 
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arise.   

(124) 他會參加聚會       [＋epistemic] 
  ta1 hui4 can1jia1   ju4hui4 
  he will  participate gathering 
  ‘It is possible that he will attend the gathering.’ 

他能參加聚會       [－epistemic] 
  ta1 neng2 can1jia1   ju4hui4 
  he can  participate  gathering 

‘He is able to attend the gathering.’ 
他要參加聚會       [－epistemic] 

  ta1 yao4  can1jia1   ju4hui4 
  he want  participate  gathering 

‘He wants to attend the gathering.’ 
他可以參加聚會       [－epistemic] 

  ta1 ke3yi3  an1jia1   ju4hui4 
  he can     participate gathering 

‘He is permitted to attend the gathering.’ 
他應該參加聚會       [－epistemic] 

  ta1 ying1gai1 can1jia1   ju4hui4 
  he should   participate gathering 

‘He should attend the gathering.’ 
 (125) 書會/能/可以賣得很好     [＋epistemic] 
   shu1 hui4/neng2/ke3yi3 mai4 de2  hen3 hao3 
   book can/can/can     sell  ASSOC very good 
   ‘It may be the case that books sell well’  

書要/應該賣得很好      [－epistemic] 
shu1 yao4/ying1gai1 mai4 de2  hen3 hao3 

   book want/should   sell  ASSOC very good 
‘It should be the case that books sell well.’ 
 

4.2.2.2 Definiteness of Subject and Object 

Previous studies have found that increasing the definiteness of a subject or object 

can enhance the epistemic reading of its modal verb, especially in the case of hui4 

(Chang 2000, Chang 2008). It is claimed that if the subject and object are bare NPs, 

the modal verb may be supposed to have deontic meaning (i.e., [－epistemic] in the 
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present paper). However, it remains unknown whether the other four polysemous 

modal verbs also reveal this tendency. Hence, a further examination must be 

undertaken for the other four modal verbs. Example (126) shows that an indefinite 

subject and object indeed can cause the modal verbs to have a [－epistemic] 

interpretation. In (127) and (128) it is found that a definite subject or a definite object 

alone cannot direct the modal verbs to have a [＋epistemic] reading. As for (129), in 

the cases where both the subject and object are definite and referential, only hui4 is 

interpreted as [＋epistemic] while the other four modal verbs still keep the [－

epistemic] reading. We suggest that it is due to the fact that hui4 has the extended 

function of prediction, so hui4 can have a [＋epistemic] reading as a judgment with 

high possibility concerning the future.  

(126) 作家會/能/要/可以/應該寫書        [－epistemic] 
  zuo4jia1 hui4/neng2/yao4/ke3yi3/ying1gai1 xie3 shu1 
  writer   can/can/want/can/should        write book 
  ‘Writers can/want/are permitted/should write books.’ 

 (127) 那個作家會/能/要/可以/應該寫書      [－epistemic] 
na4  ge zuo4jia1 hui4/neng2/yao4/ke3yi3/ying1gai1 xie3 shu1 

  that  CL writer   can/can/want/can/should        write book 
   ‘That writer can/want/are permitted/should write books.’ 
 (128) 作家會/能/要/可以/應該寫關於愛情的書    [－epistemic] 

  zuo4jia1 hui4/neng2/yao4/ke3yi3/ying1gai1 xie3  
  writer   can/can/want/can/should        write  

guan1yu2 ai4qing2 de    shu1 
about    love    ASSOC book 

   ‘Writers can/want/are permitted/should write books about love.’ 
 (129) a. 那個有名的作家能/要/可以/應該寫一本關於愛情的書 [－epistemic] 

na4 ge yiu3ming2 de    zuo4jia1 neng2/yao4/ke3yi3/ying1gai1 xie3  
  that CL have-fame ASSOC writer   can/want/can/should       write  

yi4 ben3 guan1yu2 ai4qing2 de    shu1 
one CL  about    love    ASSOC book 
‘That famous writer can/want/are permitted/should write a book about 
love.’ 
b. 那個有名的作家會寫一本關於愛情的書    [＋epistemic] 
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na4 ge yiu3ming2 de    zuo4jia1 hui4 xie3 yi4 ben3 
  that CL have-fame ASSOC writer   will write one CL 

guan1yu2 ai4qing2 de    shu1 
about    love    ASSOC book 
‘It is possible that the famous writer will write a book about love.’ 
 

4.3 Concluding Remarks 

In Section 4.2 we examined the five polysemous modal verbs from the 

perspective of the interaction with other syntactic elements: predicates and arguments. 

It was found that when the main verb is an action verb, only a [－epistemic] reading 

can be obtained by the five modal verbs. Yet, when the main verb is a state verb, only 

hui4 and ying1gai can be interpreted as [＋epistemic]. As for the interaction with the 

aspect of the predicate, it is found that in realis aspects (le, zhe, guo4, zai4), only 

ying1gai1 can take a [＋epistemic] reading, while in irrealis aspects (kan4kan4, 

yi2xia4), only hui4 can be interpreted as [＋epistemic]. When it comes to the animacy 

feature of the subject, only hui4 can have [＋epistemic] reading with either an 

animate or inanimate subject, while the other four modal verbs can merely be 

interpreted as [－epistemic]. At last, in terms of the definiteness of the subject and 

object, it is also found that only hui4 will obtain [＋epistemic] with the increasing 

definiteness of the subject and object. As a whole, hui4 and ying1gai4 can be seen as 

[＋epistemic] modals with the strongest strength, because no matter the way in which 

the syntactic elements change they are more likely to be interpreted as [＋epistemic] 

than the other three modal verbs. Yet, since we have identified the epistemic reading 

of the other three modal verbs (neng2, yao4, ke3yi3) in Section 3.1, we need to know 

when they will be interpreted as [＋epistemic]. Examples (31), (43), and (53) are 

repeated here as (130), (131), and (132). This is shown that neng2, yao4, and ke3yi3 

indeed have a [＋epistemic] reading. However, this [＋epistemic] reading can not be 

detected through pure syntactic examination. It is due to the fact that their [＋
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epistemic] reading is not achieved simply through syntactic behavior but more 

importantly through context and background knowledge. Take neng2 in (130) for 

example. Since it has been decided that there are three modal senses encoded in neng2: 

ability, directive, and judgmental, we find that neng2 in (130) can never be interpreted 

as ability because enjoyment of using the toilet can not be seen as an ability. Also, 

neng2 can not be interpreted as directive, either, because this sentence has nothing to 

do with obligation or permission. Therefore, the most possible interpretation of neng2 

in (130) must be judgmental, and so it belongs to [＋epistemic]. It is also the case 

with yao4 in (131) and ke3yi3 in (132).  

(130) 如廁也能是種五星級的享受 
ru2ce4  yie3 neng2 shi4 zhong3 wu3xing1ji2  de     xiang3shou4 
use-toilet also can   be  CL    five-star-rank ASSOC  enjoyment 
‘Using toilet may be a great enjoyment of five-star level.’ 

(131) 把傘打開吧！車子就要到了  
   ba3 san3 da3kai1 ba che1zi jiu4yao4  dao4     le 
   OBJ umbrella open  PRT car  nearby-want arrive PRT 
   ‘Put the umbrella up. It is possible that the car will come soon.’ 

(132) 書可以賣得很好   (Lin & Tang 1995: 75) 
   shu1 ke3yi3 mai4 de2    hen3 hao3 
   book can   sell  ASSOC  very good 

   ‘It is possible that books may sell well.’ 
 


